Age in Spain - A quick August update

New Age in Spain guide on
Routes to Residency and three
practical checklists

Age in Spain has published a Routes to Residency guide
that explains the key steps in the residency process and the
different ways you can become legally resident in Spain
under the terms of the Withdrawal Agreement following the
UK´s exit from the European Union.
The main document is supported by the three
practical checklists which give more detail about the proof
and documentation you need to provide at the first part of
the residency process described earlier. The checklists
cover:
• Applying for residency in Spain if you are working
(employed or self-employed)
• Applying for residency in Spain if you are retired or
financially self-sufficient
• Applying for residency as a relative of a UK National
who was legally living in Spain before 31 December
2020
Download the Routes to Residency document and the
checklists here

Guide and Checklists

Become an Age in Spain
Casework Volunteer

Age in Spain is looking for Casework Volunteers in the
following areas: Alicante, Almeria, the Balearic Islands,
Murcia and the Canary Islands.
Our Casework Service helps people to access appropriate
services and supports them to lead fuller lives as actively
engaged citizens in Spain. When we receive a request for
help sometimes information alone is not enough. That's
when we ask a Casework Volunteer to visit the client to
gather information about their situation so that we can
identify the services and support that will help resolve their
problems.
Read more about the role and apply to be a casework
volunteer below.

Casework Volunteer

Our regular newsletter
The next bi-monthly Age in Spain newsletter will be sent out in September
2021. If you have suggestions of things to include (or want to contribute
something yourself) then we would love to hear from you.
Contact as at media@ageinspain.org

Did you know that Age in Spain provides many kinds of support including:
Information to people growing older in Spain
Help in dealing with health, care and financial problems
Assisting older people who face losing their independence or going through major change.
Feel free to get in touch with us at any time. We are here to help.
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